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Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Multi-robot systems (MRSs) focus on potentially large numbers of robots that operate
in a common area. The area may comprise static or moving obstacles. In a typical
MRS, an initial and a goal configuration are given for each robot and the robots are
supposed to reach their goal configuration individually or in coordination with others.
This field in robotics has been investigated since 1980s, leading to research frameworks
such as ACTRESS [3], GOFER [9] and CEBOT [14] for designing appropriate coordina-
tion strategies between the robots. We refer to [18] for general introduction to this field.

The main challenge when implementing an MRS is to design strategies for each robot
that allows the MRS to reach an optimal solution or an approximation thereof. One
important component in a MRS, where the robots have to move in a common area to
achieve their goals, is to plan trajectories for each of the robots. These trajectories
should lead to the desired goals while avoiding collisions with obstacles, including other
robots. This component is called motion planning and is an active research area for
MRSs.

The intention of this project is to gain insights in motion planning for a specific MRS.
The target MRS is a multiple-vehicle system intended to be used in an ongoing Euro-
pean project called Cargo-ANTs [21], which stands for Cargo handling by Automated
Next generation Transportation Systems for ports and terminals. The Cargo-ANTs
project aims to create smart Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) and highly auto-
mated trucks that can operate in main ports and freight terminals (Figure 1.1). The
objectives are an increased performance and throughput of freight transportation and
automated shared work of AGVs including perception, positioning and motion plan-
ning while maintaining a high level of safety.

There are five partners involved in Cargo-ANTs: VOLVO Technology (Sweden), ICT
Automatisering and TNO (The Netherlands) from the industry side; the Spanish Na-
tional Research Council (Spain) and Halmstad University (Sweden) from the academic
side. From Halmstad University, the Center for Applied Intelligent Systems Research
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1. Introduction 4

Figure 1.1: Frieght terminal for Automated Guided Vehicles

(CAISR) is involved in this project. CAISR is responsible for the task of motion plan-
ning which comprises task planning, path planning and path adaption. The latter is
about adapting the path computed by the path planner to the immediate situation
encountered during execution. Hence, conflict detection is a major issue in this case.

In the context of this project, vehicles move along paths decided in advance that
do not include collisions with static obstacles. (If such obstacles exist, fixed paths are
designed to circumvent them.) However, vehicles’ paths may overlap, hence, presenting
a risk of collisions. Avoiding collisions while getting solutions that are optimal or close
to optimal, can be achieved in numerous ways, of which here we show two extreme
approaches. One possible approach is to have each robot act autonomously. For in-
stance, in transportation of large objects by few robots, robots may move along their
paths towards their goal without a prior idea of the conflicts that might arise. They
need detect conflicts on their way and have a strategy for avoiding collisions. On the
other extreme, a centralized computer can orchestrate the motion of all robots before
motion starts: the robots can then follow the plan assigned to them for moving along
their paths without the need to detect conflicts. Conflict detection can then be done
off-line (involves calculating beforehand a near-optimal solution for the motion of all
robots in the system) [19], or on-line by detecting forthcoming conflicts and dealing
with them as they occur [7].

In both approaches, algorithms need to consider the dynamic nature of robots and
their movements from the initial configuration to the goal configuration in order to
plan their motion along the fixed paths and guarantee collision avoidance. Addition-
ally, optimality usually involves cost functions of factors such as the time needed to
reach the goal configuration (by each robot, or by the whole system) or the energy
consumed in doing this.

For reference, this is a very special case of a more general situation where paths are not
given beforehand. Instead the coordination of a MRS includes path planning. One of
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the most important approaches in this area are coordinated motion planning [19]. The
coordinated approaches are further categorized into centralized planning and decou-
pled planning. A centralized planner figures out a path in the composite structure of
each robot [2], [5]. A decoupled planner computes a path for each robot independently
and uses the coordination diagram to plan a collision-free route for each robot along its
path [8], [12]. The computational complexity of these approaches determines which one
is suitable for a given problem. Centralized approaches are complete in the sense that
they find an optimal solution when it exists, but they are computationally demanding.
A centralized approach could be applied only for a small number of robots in q simple
environment. Decoupled approaches are applicable for larger number of robots in more
complex environments, but they do not guarantee to achieve the optimal solution even
when this exists. The term optimal is used for a solution where the system reaches its
goal configuration with minimum cost.

1.2 Problem Definition

In this project we address the problem of planning the motion of a high number of
robots moving along fixed paths with many intersections and common sectors between
the paths. The robots are moving back and forth between a number of stations re-
trieving and delivering goods. We need to find an approach that scales well with the
number of robots and the complexity of the paths.

We will investigate a hybrid centralized-decentralized approach where robots operate
autonomously while detecting conflicts with approaching robots. When a conflict is
detected, the robots shall determine the subset of robots that are part of the conflicting
situation, determine a leader, and then let the leader decide how to resolve the conflict.
The objective is to create an approach that has the benefits of centralized planning
while avoiding its scalability issues.

1.3 Approach

Our approach is based on a decentralized planning scheme for fixed paths where areas
of conflict are known in advance: this is where the paths intersect. While moving
along the paths, if a robot approaches a region of possible conflict, the robots sense the
presence of other robots also cloe to this region. Once other robots are detected in the
region, a distributed leader election algorithm is executed to determine a leader, which
will in turn decide a possible conflict resolution involving telling which robots should
proceed and which robots should wait. If other robots arrive at the boundaries of the
same region, they will have to wait until the devised conflict resolution is performed.

For the purpose of comparison, we first focus on the coordinated motion planning
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(centralized) approach [19]. We then simulate our approach, as well as the central-
ized approach and compare the simulation results, comparing both execution time and
closeness to optimal (the centralized approach calculates the optimal solution).

1.4 Related Work

The authors of [19] addressed systems in which a number of robots move from their ini-
tial configuration to their goal configuration while having to avoid collision with other
robots and static while optimizing the performance of the system. Their approach
is a centralized one. The possible conflict situations among robots are calculated be-
forehand and by excluding them from the feasible configurations an optimal strategy
is calculated for each and every robot. They implemented an optimal motion plan-
ning algorithm (OMP) and tested for three different kinds of problems: coordination
along fixed paths, coordination along independent roadmaps and unconstrained mo-
tion planning. Our approach focuses on the first of the problems addressed by [19],
namely, coordination along fixed paths. However, our approach is not centralized, i.e.,
we do not make a calculation of all strategies beforehand. Instead, we allow for robots
to move independently until a possible conflict area is reached. As we show in this
report,the approach of [19] works for a few robots moving along simple paths; in such
cases, their algorithm finds the optimal solution. However our approach works for a
large number of robots with more complex paths. As a drawback our solution may not
find the optimal strategy.

The authors of [8] proposed a decentralized approach for solving the motion planning
problem for multi-robot systems in a plane. In their approach, a path is generated for
each robot independently. To coordinate their motion, the robots are assigned priorities
and the method generates a strategy for each robot based on its priority. Particularly,
conflicts are resolved by taking priorities into account. This needs priorities to be as-
signed in advance, something that is difficult to do in a very dynamic scenario with
many similar robots.

The authors of [16] describe a decentralized approach for coordinating the indepen-
dently planned trajectories of multiple mobile robots in a way of avoiding collisions
among them. In their method when two robots come too close to each other and the
distance between them drops below a certain value, they exchange information about
their planned trajectories. Then they decide through electing a coordinator whether
they have conflict with each other or not. If a conflict is detected, robots will monitor
their movements and insert time gaps between certain segments of their trajectories to
avoid collision. One of the main differences between the approach by [16] and ours is
that [16] does not assume any centralized planning beforehand; the approach of [16] is
fully decentralized while we use some prior information to make efficient use of com-
munication only in possible conflict areas. Moreover, the approach of [16] seems to
coordinate mutually among pairs of robots while we allow for leader election in larger
groups.
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The authors of [20] proposed a decentralized approach in which a number of au-
tonomous robots move in a shared area towards their destination but without fixed
paths. Their method for avoiding collisions with other robots or obstacles is based on
the PRM (Probabilistic Roadmap) algorithm [17]. A PRM planner randomly samples
the possible destination of robots and saves the collision-free ones as milestones. Then
the planner connects pairs of these milestones and saves them as the trajectories of
robots. The planner finds the optimal solution using Dijkstra’s algorithm [11]. Their
approach is based on a general roadmap, while our approach is based on fixed paths.
They have an abstract representation of possible conflicts as a graph and check the
status of conflicts in real-time and tries to avoid them. In our case, the conflict areas
are fixed and known in advance; hence, we focus on strategy planning in time (rather
than in space).

1.5 Structure

The rest of the report is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes background theo-
ries and concepts, particularly in motion planning and distributed systems. Chapter 3
presents two applicable algorithms for motion planning in MRSs: an optimal central-
ized one (OMP) as found in the literature and a collaborative individual one (CIMP)
that we designed. Chapter 4 analyzes the data collected after simulating these two
algorithms on constructed examples that allow us to compare results and execution
times. Chapter 5 presents som conclusions that can be drawn from owr explorations.
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Background Theories and Concepts

2.1 Paths, Trajectories and Strategies

Motion planning [19] is a field in robotics which deals with the process of planning
the motion of a mobile robot from a start configuration to a goal configuration while
avoiding collision with obstacles. Motion planning addresses processes that involve
breaking down a desired movement task into discrete motion steps in order to opti-
mize some aspects of the movement respecting movement constraints. A map of the
environment plays an important role in motion planning. Moving robots need to be
aware of their location with respect to the map. The map of the area where the robots
move is gridded and is discretized into small parts. The possible steps of a robot in the
grid can be represented as a graph where each cell of the grid corresponds to a vertex
(node) and edges represent the steps the robots can take from one cell to another.

State In robotics, a state space of a MRS is the set of all possible configurations for
all the robots in the system. For example, the set of all positions and velocities of
the robots could constitute the state space. The definition of the state space is part
of motion planning: it involves giving an initial state and a goal state and it results
in a method for taking the system from one state to another. Each robot starts its
movement from an initial state and tries to arrive at a specific goal state.

Time Motion planning results in a sequence of actions that must be applied over
time. Therefore, time needs to be modeled in robotics. Time is a factor in motion
planning, because the state of the robots depends on time. To deal with time in the
algorithms, time is usually discretized and movement becomes a series of steps.

Robots Robots are assumed to be solid objects of fixed size and borders. Their
position is represented by a point in space, but they need not be points themselves
(they may have a 3 dimensional fixed shape). The point representing robots position
should only be sufficient to calculate the current boundaries of robots in order to be
able to calculate the conflict areas (to be discussed shortly).

9
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Actions The term action is used in robotics, control theory and artificial intelligence
to refer to a phenomenon that is to be controlled / planned. In robotics and particularly,
in motion planning, actions specify the changes in state at each time-step. The relative
order in time of actions determine the plan. Examples of such actions for a robot could
include move one step along the path, rotate or stay at the current position. Conflict
is a situation where two or more robots move into a state in which their outer areas
overlap. In conflict detection, the motion of robots is predicted based on their paths
and their velocity and hence, conflict situations are defined. These are situations in
which more than one robot occupies a place in the plane. These situations can be
predicted beforehand if the paths (or the set of paths) of robots are known in advance.

Plan - Strategy A plan or strategy is a sequence of actions towards reaching the
goal state by robots. Devising a plan is a complex process in robotics, because the
complete prediction of future states is often intractable. In this case, a convenient
action must be decided based on the partial information available up to the current
time.

Trajectory The term trajectory is referred to paths but it is parametrized by time.
Trajectory planning encompasses path planning in addition to planning how to move
based on velocity, time, etc.

Feasible Strategy A feasible strategy is a collision-free strategy in which all robots
reach their goal, regardless of their efficiency.

Optimal Strategy A feasible strategy which optimizes performance in some speci-
fied manner is said to be optimal strategy.

In the context of motion planning an algorithm for finding motion strategies is com-
plete if it finds an optimal solution when it exists. The centralized OMP algorithm we
discuss is complete while the decentralized (CIMP) one is not.

In the reminder of the thesis we will use the example depicted in Figure 2.1 to il-
lustrate many definitions and algorithms. In the example robots R1 and R2 plan to
start their movement from their start locations (0 is the point in the path at the start
configuration) to their desired goals (1 is the point in the path at the goal configuration)
following their specific paths.
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Figure 2.1: Motion planning of robots R1 and R2

2.2 Distributed Programming

A distributed system is a group of individual computing processors which have the
possibility to communicate with each other [4]. Distributed systems are pervasive in
business and industrial applications and receive attention in academia. In a distributed
system, each processor has its own tasks and activities, and they have access to shared
resources.

Distributed computing is a field in computer science which provides the methods for
design and analysis distributed systems. The main concepts in distributed computing
are: asynchrony, limited local information, and failures.

Asynchrony Asynchrony in a distributed system means that the distributed proces-
sors compute in isolation of each other and collaboration is achieved via communication,
in other words there is no common clock for all processors.

Limited local information The term limited local information means that each
processor is only aware of its local state and part of the global information that has
been explicitly communicated to or shared with it. Hence, the different processors do
not have complete and consistent views of the global distributed state.

Failure Failure means that each processor could fail independently and may not per-
form the required steps in an algorithm or protocol.

The goal of distributed computing is to overcome the difficulties that arise from these
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characteristics. First, the basic problems are identified in a variety of distributed sys-
tems. Then, some efficient algorithms are designed and analyzed to solve such prob-
lems. Finally, the optimality of the algorithms is proved or disproved. In distributed
systems, two of the most interesting complexity measures are time and communication
cost.

Message-passing In a distributed system, nodes communicate with each other us-
ing shared memory or via message-passing. In a message-passing system, processors
communicate to each other by sending messages over communication channels and the
cost of processors’ communication has a role to find an optimal solution with minimum
cost in complete systems.

Figure 2.2: A simple distributed graph

Figure 2.2 represents a simple distributed system. Each node in this system could illus-
trate a robot (processor) and edges between nodes show the communication channels
between the robots represented by these nodes.

In a distributed system, no central controlling node needs to exist, and thus when a sit-
uation occurs that requires further coordination in the system, a coordinator is needed
to manage the decentralized parts and to reduce the complexity of time-consuming and
decision making process.

When a number of processors need to coordinate through a coordinator the coordi-
nator election or leader election problem is solved. In other words, for coordinating a
group of robots (processors) the symmetry among them has to be broken (using some
measure such as remaining battery or computational power) and a leader robot among
them has to be selected. The chosen leader can then organize some tasks among
involved processes (nodes) by managing the shared resources in an optimal manner
concerning time and communication cost.

For the leader election problem several distributed algorithms have been proposed.
It has been exploited in various systems such as distributed multi-hop radio networks
[15] and data management in cloud computing [1]. A number of methods and al-
gorithms have been investigated for electing a leader in a distributed setting. For
instance, if each node has unique identifier, then the alive nodes can compare their
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identities and decide that the node with the lowest (or highest) identities is the leader
in the system. Methods include Ring algorithm [13], Bully algorithm [6] or Chang and
Roberts algorithm [10]. We will not discuss further the details of these algorithms in
this report.
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Description of the Algorithms

3.1 A Centralized Algorithm

In this section, we present an algorithm to determine collision-free strategies for a
multi-robot system, where the robots follow fixed paths as given in [19]. A goal of
this algorithm is to achieve this while minimizing a loss function for each robot. A
collision-free strategy that has this property will be called optimal. The algorithm is a
case of dynamic programming.

Assume a system with N robots Ri, with 0 < i ≤ N . A trajectory of each robot
i, denoted by τ i, is a mapping from [0, 1] to points in a two-dimensional grid. The
domain of path τ i refers to the (normalized) moment of time and its range refers to
the location of the robot along its path. All paths are free from collisions with static
objects. Some paths might have common sections that can lead to collisions among
the robots following them. The purpose of the algorithm is to instruct the robots to
take a step along their path or to wait in order to avoid collisions with the other robots
in order to achieve optimality as described above. In order to describe the algorithm
we need to introduce the following notions.

The state (or coordination) space for a system of N robots, S = (S1, S2, . . . , SN),
is a vector of Si ∈ [0, 1], each denoting the current position of robot Ri along its path.
The purpose of the algorithm is to guide the robots from a state where they all are in
their initial positions, Sinit = (0, 0, . . . , 0), to a state where they all have reached their
final position, Sgoal = (1, 1, . . . , 1). For each robot i this means that it will be guided
from τ i(0) to τ i(1), while avoiding collisions with other robots. Guidance consits of a
series of actions that can be either to move forward or to wait.

The algorithm assumes a discretization of time [0, T ] into k steps, where T is the
maximum total amount of time the robots can spend to reach the goal states. Stage
k refers to time instant (k − 1)∆t, where ∆t = dT/ke. Due to discretized time, the
coordination space, S, could be represented by a finite possible positions along the
paths at time k∆t. At each time interval [(k − 1)∆t, k∆t] each robot will take a deci-
sion: either to move one step forward along its path or to stay at its current position.
The vector of all such decisions (designated as actions) is denoted by uk at stage k.

15
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In other words, the vector of actions of all robots at stage k is uk = {u1
k, ..., u

N
k }. In

what follows, a component of uk that is 0 indicates no motion and a component that
is 1 indicates move forward. A strategy for robot i is a sequence ui. Feasible strategies
are the collision-free strategies that allow the robots to reach their goals. A feasible
strategy is optimal if it minimizes a loss function. The loss function for each robot Ri

is given by by Equation 3.1.

Li(Sinit, Sgoal, u
1, u2, ..., uN) =



∞ if either there is a collision
or time is T and robot
i has not reached the
goal.

∑K
k=1 l

i
k(sik, u

i
k) otherwise.

(3.1)

in which

lik(sik, u
i
k) =

k∆t∫
(k−1)∆t

gi(t, Si(t), ui(t)) dt (3.2)

The loss functional of Equation 3.1 is defined in terms of the costs of moves and delays
(this could be the weighted sum of battery use and total delay) in a strategy, using the
continuous cost function gi. This cost function will be different from system to system.
For the sake of the algorithm there is no need to fix this cost function and instead it
is assumed that the loss is defined using an arbitrary continuous cost function. There
could be a number of acceptable strategies, but only the strategies with minimal loss
are of interest. Strategies with the same loss form equivalence classes and any of them
can be picked as a representative for the class and call it a quotient strategy. A minimal
quotient strategy is a quotient strategy of minimal loss.

At each round the algorithm the total loss of each robot is calculated in terms of
the cost function for moving to another state or staying at its current state. For in-
stance, consider the example of Figure 2.1; the blue areas represent static obstacles in
the environment. The yellow part shows the areas where a collision between robots
could occur (a conflict situation). In this situation, it is important to avoid a collision,
which will happen when both R1 and R2 come to the conflict point at the same time.

We model the fixed paths as a continuous mapping from [0, 1] to the points in a
two-dimensional grid (see the explanation above). In a discretized time, all possible
states of robots are shown in table 3.1. The path of robot 1 consists of four steps. If
robot 1 could move alone it would take three move actions to get to the goal and its
positions along the path would be 0, 0.33, 0.67, 1. For robot 2 it takes four move actions
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to get to its goal and its positions along the path are 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1. Strategies find
sequences of cells starting from the cell at bottom right and leading to the cell at the
top left. One strategy would be to let the first robot move alone first and when it has
reached its goal let the other robot until it reaches its goal. This is illustrated by fol-
lowing first the bottom row from right to left and then the first column from bottom to
top. Such a strategy requires that T is at least seven. Another strategy would let both
robots start at the same time going from (0,0) to (0.33, 0.25). Unfortunately it cannot
continue by letting both robots move because this would lead to (0.67, 0.5) that is the
point where the paths move through the conflict area. Instead one of them should be
put to wait while the other one can move. We have marked the cell representing the
conflict state with yellow. The cost function assigns infinite loss to a strategy that lets
the robots get into this cell.

(1,1) (0.6,1) (0.3,1) (0,1)
(1,0.75) (0.6,0.75) (0.3,0.75) (0,0.75)

(1,0.5) (0.6,0.5) (0.3,0.5) (0,0.5)

(1,0.25) (0.6,0.25) (0.3,0.25) (0,0.25)
(1,0) (0.6,0) (0.3,0) (0,0)

Table 3.1: Combination of all possible states of R1 and R2

Algorithm 1 calculates the complete set of the minimal quotient strategies by using dy-
namic programming. All minimal strategies are kept in M(S), which are all strategies
from S to (1, 1, ..., 1). Each element m ∈M(S) contains

• the vector of actions which the robots did, uk,

• the loss of all robots,

• and j indicating which element in M(S) will continue the strategy.

m =
[
uk, [L

1, L2, ..., LN ], j
]

(3.3)

For a given state, S, various combinations of all states of each robot that can be reached
(1, 1, ..., 1) are be considered in a way that do not yield a collision between the robots
in the system.
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Let M(Sgoal) =
{
∅, [0, 0, ..., 0], ∅

}
, and all other M(S) be ∅;

for each i1 from i1max down to 0 do
for each i2 from i2max down to 0 do
· · ·
for each iN from iNmax down to 0 do

Let S = (i1, i2, ..., iN);
Let Mu be a set of strategies that is the union of M(S ′) for each S ′ ∈
N (S);
Construct a set M ′

u by extending the strategies in Mu;
Let M(S) consist of all unique loss minimal elements of M ′

u;

end

end

end
return M(Sinit)

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for finding all of the minimal quotient strategies in S.

At the start of the algorithm, we assume that the minimum quotient strategies of the
goal state (which is the product of all robots’ states), denoted by Sgoal, is

{
∅, [0, 0, ..., 0], ∅

}
;

also, we assume that the minimum quotient strategies of all the other states are ∅. It
means that all states are initially assigned the empty set of strategies, except for the
goal state. In the iteration part, all states, ending at the goal state and starting at
position (i1, i2, ..., iN) are considered. At each state S, the minimum loss is deter-
mined by considering the minimum loss of the neighborhood of S, which is denoted
by N (S). The notation N (S) corresponds to the immediately reachable states that
are also free from collision. After that, the minimal-loss move to the neighborhood
with the minimal-loss route to the goal state is taken. After all iterations, the set of
minimal quotient strategies from Sinit = (0, 0, ...0) to Sgoal = (1, 1, ..., 1) will be found,
which is the outcome of the algorithm, i.e., the algorithm reports all minimal quotient
strategies for state S.

3.2 Empirical and Theoretical Complexity Analysis

Consider the example on Figure 2.1 and the centralized algorithm introduced in Section
3.1. In order to analyze its empirical complexity, we calculate the total cost of our
system from the last states which is (1, 1) using simulation. For the simulation we
have implemented the algorithm in Matlab. The result of our calculation is shown in
Table 3.1. We expand the neighbour states of the current state which is (1, 1) and
calculate the cost of the system when robots move from the neighbour states to the
current state. In this example we assume that moving robot from each state to another
state costs 10 and stopping at each state costs 50. In our strategies, we represent the
action of moving as 1 and stopping as 0. When a robot is already at the goal state, no
further move is needed. In this case, the cost of stopping at goal point is 0. In each cell
of Table 3.2, the first line represents states of robots, the second line shows actions of
robots from the states of the current cell to the next state, the third line shows the cost
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and the last line designates the element of the next state considered in the strategy.
Therefore, the data in each cell shows strategies from the state of that cell to the goal
state which is (1, 1).

(1,1) (0.6,1) (0.3,1) (0,1)
0 (1,0)
0 (10,0)=10
0 1

(1,0.75) (0.6,0.75) (0.3,0.75) (0,0.75)
(0,1) (1,1)

(0,10)=10 (10,10)=20
1 1

(1,0.5) (0.6,0.5) (0.3,0.5) (0,0.5)

(1,0.25) (0.6,0.25) (0.3,0.25) (0,0.25)
(1,0) (0.6,0) (0.3,0) (0,0)

Table 3.2: The first step of the centralized algorithm execution

In Table 3.2, the goal state (1, 1) is at the top-left corner and has no subsequent action,
no cost to reach the goal state and no strategy to choose from. It has three neighbors,
namely, the states (0.6, 1), (1, 0.75), and (0.6, 0.75). At each round of the algorithm,
the neighbour states of each calculated state are expanded and their minimal cost
strategy for reaching the goal state is calculated based on their single next actions and
the minimal costs of the their neighboring states. In our example, the state (0.6, 0.5)
which is highlighted in yellow is a conflict situation and it should be avoided. This is
achieved by the infinity value found in Equation 3.1. Therefore, it turns out that from
state (0.6, 0.75) just two neighbors will be considered: (0.3, 0.5) and (0.3, 0.75).

(1,1) (0.6,1) (0.3,1) (0,1)
0 (1,0) (1,0)
0 (10,0) (10,0)+10
0 1 1

(1,0.75) (0.6,0.75) (0.3,0.75) (0,0.75)
(0,1) (1,1) (0,1) (1,0) (1,1) (1,0)
(0,10) (10,10) (50,10)+10 (10,50)+10 (10,10)+10 (10,50)+20

1 1 1 1 1 1

(1,0.5) (0.6,0.5) (0.3,0.5) (0,0.5)

(0,1) -
(0,10)+10 ∞

1 -
(1,0.25) (0.6,0.25) (0.3,0.25) (0,0.25)

(1,0) (0.6,0) (0.3,0) (0,0)

Table 3.3: A few more steps of centralized algorithm execution
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Table 3.3 shows that there are three possibilities from state (0.6, 0.75) to reach the goal
state (1, 1). These are achieved using the following actions: (1, 1) that leads directly
to state (1, 1), and (1, 0) and (0, 1) that require one more step to reach (1, 1). The
costs are 20, 70, and 70, respectively. Therefore, the cost optimal solution at this state
should have the lowest cost which is 20. It means that the minimum quotient strategy
of state (0.6, 0.75) based on Equation 3.3 is [(1, 1), [10, 10], 1]. The expansion continues
until state (0, 0) gets a value, this beings the optimal solution.

(1,1) (0.6,1) (0.3,1) (0,1)
0 0 0 0 (1,0) (1,0) (1,0)

0 (10,0) (10,0)+10 (10,0)+20
0 1 1 1

(1,0.75) (0.6,0.75) (0.3,0.75) (0,0.75)
(0,1) (0,1) (1,1) (1,1) (1,1) (1,1)

(0,10) (10,10) (10,10)+10 (10,10)+20
1 1 1 1

(1,0.5) (0.6,0.5) (0.3,0.5) (0,0.5)

(0,1) (0,1) - (1,1) (1,1) (1,1)
(0,10)+10 ∞ (10,10)+20 (10,10)+30

1 - 1 1

(1,0.25) (0.6,0.25) (0.3,0.25) (0,0.25)
(0,1) (1,1) (1,1) (0,1) (1,0) (1,1)

(0,10)+20 (10,10)+20 (50,10)+40 (10,50)+40 (10,10)+40
1 1 1 1 1

(1,0) (0.6,0) (0.3,0) (0,0)
(0,1) (1,1) (1,1) (1,1) (0,1) (1,1) (1,0)

(0,10)+30 (10,10)+30 (10,10)+40 (10,10)+100 (50,10)+60 (10,10)+100 (10,50)+60
1 1 1 1 1 2 1

Table 3.4: The final step of the centralized algorithm execution

When both robots reach their goal states from their start states, the strategy with the
minimum loss is accepted which is the solution. Table 3.4 represents that there are
four optimal solutions in this example with cost of 120. The strategies from the initial
configuration to the goal configuration are shown in colors. The sequence of states of
the strategy colored by red is (0, 0), (0.3, 0.25), (0.3, 0.5), (0.6, 0.75) and (1, 1). The
green strategy is (0, 0), (0, 0.25), (0.3, 0.5), (0.6, 0.75) and (1, 1). The strategy in purple
is (0, 0), (0.3, 0.25), (0.6, 0.25), (1, 0.5), (1, 0.75) and (1, 1) and the blue one is (0, 0),
(0.3, 0), (0.6, 0.25), (1, 0.5), (1, 0.75) and (1, 1).

The execution time of the centralized algorithm grows with the number of robots
in the system and the length of their paths. As an example which is studied in [19], in
a system with three robots moving along simple fixed paths, there were 3125 collision
checks which took 18s and the solution computation took 9s. When their paths became
somewhat more complicated, there were 17721 collision checks which took 124s and
the solution computation took 37s.
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In order to calculate the complexity of the centralized algorithm, observe that the
algorithm iterates over all states, which for n robots where the number of steps in the
path of robot i is ri are

∏n
i=1 ri. In each step, it should consider the minimal cost

strategy by considering a single action to one of the neighboring states and the number
of neighbours in a system with n robots is 2n − 1. Hence, the worst case execution
time for the centralized algorithm discussed above for n robots with different length of
paths ri is given by Equation 3.4.

n∏
i=1

[ri ∗ (2n − 1)] (3.4)

3.3 Collaborative Individual Motion Planning Algo-

rithm (CIMP)

The algorithm presented in Section 3.1 relies on a centralized planning of strategies
which is computationally intensive and does not scale well to Multi-Robot Systems
(MRS) with many robots and long paths. In this section, we present a new algorithm,
called Collaborative Individual Motion Planning Algorithm (CIMP), which removes the
need for centralized planning and enables cooperation among robots that are about to
enter a conflicting area; it also concerns resolution of the possible conflicts in such a
situation using a distributed leader election algorithm.

Consider again an MRS with N robots Ri with 0 < i ≤ N . Robots start moving
from their initial state, sinit, to reach their goal state, sgoal. Each robot in the system
has its own fixed path and a list of points along its path that belong to conflict regions
with other paths. The paths are discretized using a grid and all paths are normalized
into a number of discrete steps in the interval [0 to 1] as in the case for the centralized
approach discussed in Section 3.1. When robot Ri is about to move to its next state,
denoted by sinext, it checks whether sinext is among the points of conflict with the paths
of other robots. If this is the case and the are is not yet busy and there are more robots
which are about to enter the conflict situation, a leader election algorithm commences
to establish one of these robots as a coordinator. The coordinator will then set the
conflict area as a busy part of the system, which will declare it unavailable for other
robots. This is achieved by constantly sending busy messages so that all robots arriving
at the area will learn about this; this goes on until all involved robots (including the
coordinator) leave the area. The leader instructs the robots involved in the conflict
area until they pass the area and then sets the conflict area as an available part of the
system for the rest of robots. All of this is achieved through a distributed scheme of
message passing explained next.
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Figure 3.1: Individual Robot’s Action

The finite state machine depicted in Figure 3.1 summarizes the behavior of each robot
in this algorithm. We assume that each robot starts from its start configuration, at
its own start time and moves with its own speed through its path to reach the goal
configuration. If a robot reaches the goal state, it is done. In the case a robot is not
at a conflict situation and is not at the goal state, it moves freely until it approaches
a conflict situation or its goal. The more complex part of a robot’s action is when it
approaches its conflict area.

The first step in resolving a conflict is finding out which robots are currently at the
conflict area and also designating one robot to mark the area as busy, so that no
other robots enter it while the existing ones are solving their conflict. This is achieved
through a distributed leader election algorithm. This algorithm identifies the group
of robots currently at the conflict area and designates one robots as the coordinator.
We do not choose any specific leader election in this report and an algorithm can take
into account issues such as energy, communication range and computational power of
the robot elected as the coordinator. Once a leader is elected, the leader is in charge
of marking the areas as busy (during the election all robots mark the area as busy).
In addition to the messages that need to be interchanged for leader election, robots
can send two kinds of messages: Busy or Available. The ”Busy” message shows that
the region is not available and some robots are now resolving their conflict or passing
the area. A robot that passes the conflict area sends this message to robot(s) which
might be near the conflict situation to inform them not enter the conflict area. The
”Available” message is sent by a robot that stands before the conflict situation to in-
form other robot(s) which might be near the conflict area about its presence.
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According to the received message(s), the action of a robot vary. The first situa-
tion is when a robot receives no message: this means there is no robot near the conflict
area and therefore the robot can pass the area easily without any conflict. In this case,
the robot sends ”Busy” messages while passing the conflict area. The second situation
is that a robot receives ”Busy” message(s) from other robot(s). In this case, the robot
learns that there is a set of robots currently passing through the conflict area. Hence,
it stops and sends ”Available” message to inform the others that it is standing near the
conflict area. Whenever it receives ”Busy” message, it is not allowed to enter the area.
The last situation is that a robot receives ”Available” message(s) from other robot(s).
It seems that more than one robot would like to enter the conflict area. Through
exchanging a number of messages, the available robots at the conflict situation learn
about each other; they also elect a coordinator which plans the motion of the robots.
The coordinator can be chosen using the characteristics of the involved robots (e.g.,
their computation power, position, and available battery) and using any of the existing
leader election algorithms; denoted by LEA in figure 3.1 such as the Bully Algorithm
[6], the Ring Algorithm [13], and Chang and Roberts’ Algorithm [10]. In our approach,
we abstract from the concrete leader election mechanism and algorithm and assume
that some efficient and eventually-terminating process is selected for leader election.

Algorithm 2 shows how our algorithm reaches a compromise between decentralized
motion planning and the centralized approach. As we mentioned before, time plays an
important role in motion planning. In the simulation code, we replace the actual leader
election protocol by a piece of simulation code that chooses a process at random and
then analyzes the total execution time of the algorithm. In a real-world application,
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we need to replace this with a distributed leader election protocol from the literature.

Assume that each robot Ri with 0 < i ≤ N , starts at siinitial = 0 and moves
through its fixed path to reach sigoal = 1;

while not all Ri have reached goal state do
for each robot Ri do

if Approaching the goal state then
Stop;

else
if Not at the conflict situation then

Move;
else

if Received ”Busy” message then
Send ”Available” message;
Stop;

end
if Received ”Available” message or no message then

A leader is elected by Leader Election Algorithm (LEA);
Stop;

end
if Ri is the Leader then

if Remaining at least one robot except the leader to pass the
conflict area then

Send ”Busy” message;
Order the first robot in the queue pass the conflict
situation;
Remove the first robot from the queue after receiving
notification from the passed robot;

end
if The last robot, the leader is passing the conflict area then

Send ”Busy” message until passed;
Pass the conflict situation;
Stop sending message;

end

else
if Is ordered to pass the conflict area by the leader then

Pass the conflict situation;
Notify the leader after passing;

end

end

end

end

end

end
Algorithm 2: Collaborative Individual Motion Planning Algorithm (CIMP)
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The simulation of this algorithm in Matlab is used

• to test the behaviour of the algorithm in the sense that it lets the robots move
while avoiding collisions,

• to calculate the total loss of the system in order to compare with the optimal
solution provided by the centralized algorithm and

• to evaluate its execution time.
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Data Collection and Analysis

In this chapter we first report on modeling and simulation of the centralized approach
from [19]. Our simulation calculates collision-free strategies. However, as we mentioned
earlier, this approach works only for a small number of robots with simple paths, be-
cause generating an optimal solution for large number of robots or for complex paths
takes too much time. We use the results from this simulation to compare with the
results of the algorithm we propose.

Subsequently, we model and simulate the collaborative individual motion planning
(CIMP) algorithm. We observe that our algorithm finds solutions that are feasible and
close to optimal and that it scales well with the number of robots and the lengths of
their paths.

In order to analyze the scalability of the algorithm, we tested it on two different type
of academic examples, with different numbers of robots which start at different time
and move with different speeds and finally the cost of each system was compared. We
use total delay to reach the goal as the cost in our analysis, in other words, the cost
in our simulation is set to be the delay time due to avoiding conflict situations. In
the simulations we model multi-robot systems starting with 10 robots, and at each
test, the number of robots is increased by 5 till the system consists of 70 robots. At
each round the test is simulated 20 times with specific number of robots and the aver-
age of maximum delay in the system is measured to demonstrate the cost of the system.

The first example is a MRS which involves a number of robots that start their motion
at different randomly distributed times from some point in the border of a circle. Their
motion ends at the diametrically opposite position on the circle (Figure 4.1). This can
be seen as a typical example of fixed path motions with the possibility of multiple
collisions at one point. In this scenario, the collision situation is the center point of
the circle, which applies to all robots.

27
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Figure 4.1: Motion Planning of Robots in Circle platform with sharing Center Point.

In this situation, all robots may have a collision at the center point of the circle based
on their start times and their speed. In this sense, this example is perfectly suited for
computing possible delays due to conflicts.

In the centralized approach (OMP algorithm), we tested our simulation for different
numbers of robots following their fixed paths with different lengths (number of steps).
Figure 4.2 represents the execution time of OMP algorithm on 3 robots with different
path lengths varying from 3 steps to 21 steps. We considered the maximum delay of
robots as the cost of the system which shows the performance of this approach. The
delay of a robot is the number of zero (don’t move) actions of that robot. The maxi-
mum delay is 2 because the number of robots is 3 and one of them needs to wait for
the other two robots to pass the conflict point. By increasing the length of the path,
the execution time increases exponentially. However the delay cost in this situation is
optimum, because the algorithm is exhaustive. On a MacBook laptop and using our
Matlab simulation, we could not obtain results in reasonable times when the length of
the path was over 21.
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Figure 4.2: Execution time of OMP algorithm for 3 robots with different path length.
Optimal delay is 3 in all cases.

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the execution time of the OMP algorithm for 4 and 5 robots.
The execution time increases exponentially with the length of the paths.

Figure 4.3: Execution time of OMP algorithm for 4 robots with different path length.
Optimal delay is 3 in all cases.
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Figure 4.4: Execution time of OMP algorithm for 5 robots with different path lengths.
Optimal delay is 4 in all cases.

We conclude that this approach may work for small systems and produce optimal re-
sults, but it certainly does not scale to large systems.

In the collaborative individual approach (i.e., our CIMP algorithm) when a robot stops
before a conflict situation to send a message, we count a fixed delay for the detection
of conflicting robots and leader election. If the chosen leader sets the specific robot
in a queue, an additional delay is considered till its turn comes to make its devised
action. Therefore, similar to the centralized case, each zero action is counted as delay.
We measure the maximum total delay of all robots as a measure of efficiency of our
algorithm. We tested the CIMP algorithm for the same number of robots as in our
experiments for the OMP algorithm.
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Figure 4.5: Execution time of CIMP algorithm for 3 robots with different paths lengths.
The obtained delay is 3.

Figure 4.6: Execution time of CIMP algorithm for 4 robots with different path lengths.
The obtained delay is 4.
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Figure 4.7: Execution time of CIMP algorithm for 5 robots with different path lengths.
The obtained delay is 5.

Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 represent the execution time of the CIMP algorithm for 3, 4,
and 5 robots, respectively, moving along fixed paths of different lengths. As one can
observe in these results the increase in the execution time by increasing the length of
paths is not significant and can be fitted into a polynomial in the path length.

As shown before, we could not test the OMP algorithm for more than 5 robots moving
along their paths longer than 5 steps. In comparison between these two algorithms, we
can achieve the optimal strategy using OMP in this small examples. When the number
of robots increase or their paths become longer, CIMP algorithm is considered. There-
fore we tested CIMP algorithm for 10 robots and each time we increased the number
of robots by 10 until 70 robots. The tested simulation is shown in (Figure 4.8) from
10 robots to 70. In this experience, an elected leader puts the robots around in the
conflict area randomly in an order. The results illustrate the maximum delay increases
linearly in the number of robots. The solution may not be optimal but at least the
algorithm does terminate with some solution.
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Figure 4.8: Maximum Delay using CIMP Algorithm in the shared center point example;
robots enter the conflict situation randomly.

The second academic example is similar to the first one which is an MRS which involves
a number of robots that start their movement from some point in the border of a circle
and end their motion at the diametrically opposite position on the circle (Figure 4.9).
In the second scenario, the collision situation is a path, which applies to all robots. We
assume that the conflict area consists of 3 consequence points (a path) which is shared
with all robots.

Figure 4.9: Trajectory Planning of Robots in Circle platform with sharing Path.

The result of this scenario (shared path) is similar to the first one (shared point).
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the execution time of OMP algorithm for 4 and 5 robots
moving along their fixed paths.
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Figure 4.10: Execution time of OMP algorithm for 3 robots with different paths’ length.
Delay is 6.

Figure 4.11: Execution time for of OMP algorithm for 4 robots with different paths’
length. Delay is 9.
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Figure 4.12: Execution time of CIMP algorithm for 3 robots with different paths’
length. Delay is 7.

Figure 4.13: Execution time of CIMP algorithm for 4 robots with different paths’
length. Delay is 10.

When an elected leader puts the robots around the conflict area randomly, by increasing
the number of robots, the cost of the system (which is the maximum delay in the whole
system) increases linearly (Figure 4.14).
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Figure 4.14: Maximum Delay using CIMP Algorithm in the shared center path exam-
ple; robots enter the conflict situation randomly.
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Conclusion

In this report, we first provided an overview of the motion planning problem in multi-
robot systems. We reviewed a centeralized algorithm proposed in [19] for the setting
where the robots move alonge predetermined paths. This algorithm runs a central-
ized conflict detection and planning for all robots. This turns out to be unfeasible
for large systems. Subsequently, we introduced a centralized-decentralized algorithm,
called Collaborative Individual Motion Planning Algorithm (CIMP). This algorithm
allows individual robots to freely move outside possibly conflicting areas and then uses
a distributed leader election algorithm in order to detect robots that try to approach
the conflict areas and resolve the conflict situation.

We have modeled both algorithms in Matlab and analyzed them using two examples
that are typical and scalable examples of multi-robot systems with possible conflicts:
one where the paths intersect at a point and one where teh paths intersect in a segment.
The result of our analysis shows that the centralized algorithm does not scale to more
than a few robots, but our CIMP algorithm performs well in such situations. In other
words, our algorithm works well in cases that the centralized algorithm takes too much
time to produce any result.

There are many possible ways to continue to work on this topic. First of all, the
algorithm can be applied to larger case studies, particularly from the research project
Cargo-Ant. As future work, one can also research the effect of different leader election
schemes (e.g., based on computational power or energy) on the performance of the
multi-robot system.
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